One-bedroom apartment for short rent in Via
Montecuccoli
Via Privata Raimondo Montecuccoli, 4, 20147, Milano, MI, Italia
ID: R000000135
PREZZO GIORNALIERO:

77€

PREZZO SETTIMANALE:
PREZZO MENSILE:

431€

1.386€
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The area
Via Privata Raimondo Montecuccoli hosts a loveli one-bedroom apartment very close to
the red underground line (Primaticcio and Bande Nere stops) that make it really
comfortable to join the city centre of the city of Milan.
Tasty restaurants and places where to practice sports and cultural activities are all over
the sourroundings.
In In Via Soderini, Viale S. Gimignano, 48 only 10 minutes far from the apartment on foot
you will find Carrefour Market, whereas in Via Francesco Primaticcio, 96 walking only 6
minutes there will be Farmacia Primaticcio 96 Dott. Pantè Federico.

Livingroom and kitchen
The mansard livingroom is the first thing that welcome us as soon as we enter the onebedroom apartment. The livingroom communicates with the kitchen creating a very
pleasant contrast beetween the colour of the wood and the white of the walls and the
kitchen.
Every single element harmonizes itself with the rest of the environment, from the
spacious light blue sofa bed to the dining table.

Bedroom and bathroom
The same combination of colours between wood and white i salso in the bedroom where
reigns a delicate atmosphere all over the place that point out the comfortable and sturdy
double bed made up in wood. Ideal for long stays is the white wardrobe at one side of
the room.
The shades of pink characterise the bathroom that includes every comfort such as a
wide and elegant shower.

Caratteristiche
Surface

40m²

Rooms

1 camera da letto, 1 bagno

Bathrooms
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1 bagno
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Dotazioni
Internet Wi-Fi and ADSL
Tv
Hair dryer
Microwave
Washing machine
Fridge
Oven
Iron and ironing board
Vacuum cleaner
Air conditioning
Boiler
Toaster
Crib
Lift
Cleaning Fee
Stamp duty
Registration fee
Condominium fees
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